
Youth Athletics – Questionable Weather Procedure and Information 
 

A lot of questions come up from parents and coaches when rain is in the forecast for a Saturday of games 
or it is raining during a game day.   

 
WHAT DO WE DO???? 

 
8:00am on Saturdays the Youth Soccer page of the Gurnee Park District website and the sports weather hotline 
will be updated with the current status for the Saturday games.  Unless it was stated on the website or the sports 
weather hotline that games have been cancelled, expect to play outside.  If it does start to rain while your game 

is in progress, this does not mean the game is immediately cancelled, please do not leave the parking lot and 
head home prematurely.  We will play games until we have either spotted lightning or heard our Thor Guard 

Lightning Detection system alarm go off.  Both Hunt Club Park and Viking Park are equipped with this system.  
We have steps outlined if the Thor Guard should go off during one of your games or lightning is spotted.  Here 

are the steps we take when the alarm is heard or lightning is spotted during game days. 
 

Thor Guard Alarm – Game Day Steps 
 

1. When the system detects the lightning in the area it will sound a 15 second warning horn and have a 
flashing light turn on. 

 

2. After the warning horn has sounded you should leave your field and seek shelter in a building or hard 
top vehicle and wait. 

 

3. We will wait 15 minutes from the sound of the warning horn to see if the system gives the all clear 
signal.  The all clear signal sound is three short horn blasts and the flashing light will turn off. 

 

4. If the all clear signal is heard within 15 minutes the games will resume where they left off.  This is why 
it is important not to just leave the parking lot and head home when you first hear the horn. 

 

5. If the all clear signal is not heard within the 15 minutes, that current game is cancelled, but not the rest 
of the day’s games at that point. 

 

6. The Youth Athletics Supervisor and Coordinator will make the decision to cancel the rest of a game day 
should the weather become too inclement or unsafe for participants. 

 

7. At that point both the Youth Soccer page of the Gurnee Park District website and sports weather hotline 
will be updated with that information.   

 
Lightning is Spotted - Thor Guard Did Not Sound – Game Day Steps 

 

(If this situation does occur we will follow the same guideline as if the Thor Guard alarm did sound.) 
 

1. If lightning is spotted please seek shelter immediately and wait for 15 minutes. 
 

2. If lightning is not spotted within the 15 minutes we will resume the current game. 
 

3. If during the 15 minutes more lightning is spotted then that current game is cancelled, but not the rest of 
the day’s games at that point. 

 

4. The Youth Athletics Supervisor and Coordinator will make the decision to cancel the rest of a game day 
should the weather become too inclement or unsafe for participants. 

 

5. At that point both the Youth Soccer page of the Gurnee Park District website and sports weather hotline 
will be updated with that information.   

 
 


